
FrenchEnglish

LANGUAGES

TravellingGamingFootballMusic

Interests

GitOthers
RabbitMQ, Apache Kafka, Laravel Database Job QueuesQueues
MySQL, SQLite, MongoDB, RedisDatabase
Laravel, CodeIgniterFrameworks

C, C++, PHP, Go, JavaLanguages
GCP (VM, App Engine, Pub/Sub), AWS(EC2, CloudFront)Cloud

HTML, JavaScript, XMLWeb Technologies

LINUX, WindowsOperating Systems

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Text Steganography Tool
Leveraged the knowledge of core java to develop a symmetrical text steganography tool. The 

tool accepts text file as an input, accepts a password for the same and outputs a nonread-

able text file which can be converted back to its original form using the same password.

Android Quiz Application
Leveraged knowledge of Android to develop a Quiz application in which questions can be 

added  with their possible options. Then one can take the quiz and can be assesed based on 

their performance.

Student Assistant Portal 
A portal where students and teachers can share media files, have discussions, create file re-

quests and have their attendance records.

PROJECTS

Intern Web Developer @ Edu4sure
Coordinated with the product development team. Responsible for strategizing the product 

development, designing UI, integrating social OAuth APIs and implementing various develop-

ment strategies.

May 2016 - July 2016

Software Development Engineer @ iZooto
Working with the product team for developing new features and optimizing ongoing process-

es. Responsible for various dashboard features, restful APIs, Shopify and WordPress plugin. 

Development of features like ‘enable and forget Campaigns’ to target different parts of a con-

version funnel and hygiene checks such as statistics by user timezone. 

Jan 2017 - Present 

EXPERIENCE

Cambridge School, IndirapuramHigh School (CBSE)
2010 - 2011

Cambridge School, IndirapuramIntermediate (CBSE)
2012 - 2013

DIT University, Dehradun (71%)B.Tech  (IT)
2013 - 2017

EDUCATION

Critical Thinking

Team Player

Quick Learner

Commitment

PERSONAL SKILLS

github.com/amanangira

stackoverflow.com/users/6464607

aman.angira@outlook.com

+91 7895848535

DOB: 04 September 1995

Gender: Male

Nationality: Indian

Address: 63-A, A-5, Sector - 71, Noida - 201301, 

Uttar Pradesh 

PERSONAL DETAILS

Seeking a position to utilize my skills and abili-

ties in the Industry that offers a professional 

growth and to contribute towards the advance-

ment of the organization with quality ideas and 

work.

OBJECTIVE

AMAN Y. ANGIRA
FULL STACK DEVELOPER


